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Abstract 

PetkoviC, MS. and J. Herzberger, Hybrid inclusion algorithms for polynomial multiple complex zeros in 
rectangular arithmetic, Applied Numerical Mathematics 7 (1991) 241-262. 

The inclusion methods for polynomial zeros using interval arithmetic require more computational amount of 
work than usually applied approximation methods employing only ordinary (real or complex) arithmetic. In this 
paper we propose combined procedures which first compute a good complex approximation to the zero and then 
use an interval method to get error bounds for the improved approximation, These combined methods have 
advantages on both parts, the high efficiency of the complex approximation method and the guaranteed error 
bounds due to the interval inclusion method. To present some essential properties of combined methods, we first 
give a general approach and then we deal with some special cases using rectangular arithmetic, which are of 
practical importance. Some numerical examples are given. 

Keywords. Inclusion algorithms, iterative methods, polynomial multiple zeros, rectangular arithmetic. 

1. Introduction 

The problem of finding complex zeros of a polynomial has often been treated in literature, but 
most results are of theoretical rather than practical importance. Applying some of the zero-find- 
ing (most frequently iterative) procedures, it is necessary to solve certain practical problems as 
the following ones: computationally verifiable initial conditions providing a safe convergence of 
an applied algorithm, the construction of algorithms which possess a fast convergence in the 
presence of multiplicity of a requested zero, a control of rounding errors, an information about 
error bounds of a complex approximation to the zero, and so on. 

Some of the above requirements can be fulfilled applying interval arithmetic. In the case of 
complex zeros, complex interval arithmetic is necessary. Two reasonable choices for complex 
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intervals exist: circular regions (disks) and rectangles in the complex plane. Accordingly, the 
so-called circular arithmetic and rectangular arithmetic have been developed. The properties of 
these complex interval arithmetics and details concerning their implementation on a computer 
can be found in the book by Alefeld and Herzberger [2] and references therein. In this paper we 
will use rectangular arithmetic because of its convenient properties in the construction of 
algorithms considered here. Namely, the rectangular arithmetic approach has the advantage of 
easily taking into account the rounding errors due to the use of rounded real interval arithmetic 
(see e.g. [IS]). Besides, the intersection of two rectangles, if it is not empty, is again a rectangle, 
which is a suitable property concerning the monotonicity of interval iterations by taking 
intersections. 

However, at present interval computations still require extra time. For that reason, in the 
construction of algorithms for finding complex zeros with error bounds it is necessary to 
decrease the computational amount of work of these algorithms. Greater efficiency can be 
attained combining iterative methods in floating-point arithmetic of comparatively small compu- 
tational costs and interval methods. Such hybrid technique has been applied before in a few 
papers, e.g. [3,13] for real zeros of nonlinear equations, [17] for simultaneous inclusion of 
polynomial zeros, [7] for the bounding of the inverse of a matrix. In order to present some 
essential properties of combined methods for polynomial complex zeros, in this paper we first 
give a general approach and then we deal with some special cases which are of a practical 
importance. 

2. Rectangular arithmetic 

We begin this section by introducing real intervals which are necessary in constructing 
rectangular arithmetic. A subset of R of the form 

A = [Qi, a,] = {x: a,<x<a,, a,, a,ElR} 

is called a closed red interuul. The set of all closed real intervals is denoted by I(R). 
If * is one of the symbols +, - , . , :, we define arithmetic operations on I(R) by 

A*B={x=u*b: UEA, bEB}, A, BEI( 

assuming that 0 65 B if * is the division. 
The basic operations on intervals A = [a,, u2] and B = [b,, b,] may be calculated explicitly 

as: 

A + B = [a, + b,, u2 + b2], 

A-B= [a, -b,, u,-b,], 

A-B= [fin{u,b,, qb,, u2bl, u,b,}, max{u,b,, u,h, u,h, u,h}], 

A: B= [a,, u,] . [b’b,, l/b,], 0 P B. 

For more details about real interval arithmetic and rounded real interval arithmetic see the books 
[2,10,11], and the references cited therein. 

Let A,, A, E I(R), then the set 

A= {u=u,+iu,: u,EA,, u,EA,) 
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of complex numbers constitutes a rectangle in the complex plane with sides parallel to the 
coordinate axes. The set of these rectangles is denoted by R(C), where C is the set of complex 
numbers. 

Let *E{+, -, . , :} be a binary operation on elements from 1(lw) and let 

A =A, +iA,, B=B, +iB,, A, BER(C). 

The basic operations of rectangular arithmetic are defined by 

A ? B = A, f B, + i(A, + B2), 

A . B = A,B, - A,B, + i( A,B, + A,B,), 

A:B= 
44 + A*& +i A2Bl - A,B2 

Bf + B2” B; + B; 
, 04B;+B,2 

(see e.g. [2]). 
The case A : B requires special provisions since the division defined as above yields a complex 

interval (rectangle) that is generally far too large in comparison with the exact range { zl/zz: z, 
E A, z2 E B}. Therefore, it is preferable sometimes to apply in practice the definition of division 
introduced by Rokne and Lancaster [18] as follows: 

A: B=A.$, 

where 

‘:=inf(XtR(C): (k: ~EB)GX]. B 

In this way a smaller region is obtained but the proposed set of formulas requires considerable 
computational effort. 

Fig. 1. 

b) 
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In the following sections the midpoint (center) and the semidiagonal of a rectangle R will be 
denoted by mid(R) and sd( R), and the center and the radius of a disk 2 by mid( 2) and rad( Z). 

A realization of an interval method as presented here requires the inverse of an open rectangle 
which does not contain the origin. Let R = [a, b] + i[c, d], a, c c 0, b, d > 0, be a rectangle 
including the complex number 0, and let V= ext R = {u: u c? R} 3 0 (Fig. l(a)). It is well 
known from the theory of conformal mapping that the straight line defined by Re z = a, a # 0, 
maps onto the circle 1 w - 1/2a 1 = l/2 1 a 1, while the straight line Im z = c, c # 0, maps onto ~-- 
the circle 1 w + 1/2c I= l/2 I c I. Therefore, the segments AB, BC, DC and AD map onto the 
curves that are the parts of the corresponding circles (Fig. l(b)). 

Let zA = a + ic, zB = b + ic, zc = b + id and zD = a + id be the complex numbers that 
correspond to the points A(a, c), B(b, c), C(b, d) and D( a, d) (Fig. l(a)). Then, for example, 
the segment AB is defined by 

YAB = (z: z=(l-~)z,+tz,, tE[O,l]}. 

It is easy to find that, by 

r,,= ;: .?E 
i 

= 
i 

w: w= 

the transformation z e w = l/z, the segment yAB maps onto the curve 

YAB 
\ 
I 

1. . 

[ 

1 1 _- 
C 

e’Psmrp,cpE argg,argA II 
+~w++~.c<0]. 

assuming that cp E [0, 2711. Similarly, we find 

YDC + rDC= 
i 

1 i . 
w: w = de ‘psm (p, q E 

={w: ,w+&,=& 

I) 

YBC-) rBC= 
i 

’ i 

[ 

1 1 
w: w = be ‘Psin cp, ‘p E argc, argy 

B 
1, 

qw: lw-&I=&, ho}. 
If arg(l/z,) > arg(l/z,) (the curve TBc), then one takes 

~E[arg~,2~]U[O,argd]. 

The curve r = TAB u I’,, u I”, u I’,, is the boundary of the closed complex-valued set 
V-’ = {l/z: z E I/= ext R}, that is, V/-l = int r. In order to remain within the realm of 
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rectangles, we enclose completely the exact range VP1 by an including rectangle, say S, with 
sides parallel to the coordinate axes. 

Let [AD denote optimal enclosure in the form of a rectangle for a given closed complex-valued 
set A. Obviously, optimal including rectangle S = [g, ii] + i[ /3, p] = I[ VP ‘1 is determined by the 
projection of V-i on the coordinate axis, that is 

- 

c = min{Re z: z E r}, Z=max{Re z: ZEN}, 

_P= min{Im z: z E r}, p=max{Im z: zEr}.’ 

Using an elementary analysis, we find 

11 1 - - -- 
a’2c’ i 2d ’ 

-f,+--A); 

111 - -- - 
b’ i 2c’2d ’ 

111 
-;,-2a,2b . 

I 

(2.1) 

Therefore, the inverse of an open rectangle V = ext([a, b] + i[c, d]) (a, c < 0, b, d > 0), which 
does not contain the origin, is defined by 

I{ext([a, b] +i[c, d])}-‘n:=[g, Z] +i[P, ~1, (2.2) - 

where cy, a, p and p are given by (2.1). - 

3. Combined methods: A general approach 

As noted before, inclusion methods for polynomial zeros using interval arithmetic are more 
costly than usually applied approximation methods using only ordinary (real or complex) 
arithmetic. Especially, the costs for the inversion in rectangular arithmetic (see [IS]) are 
comparatively high. These costs lower, of course, the computational efficiency rllQ of the 
method, where r is the order of convergence of the considered method and 0 is the computa- 
tional amount of work necessary for one iterative step (see, e.g. [12; 17, Chapter 6; 20, Appendix 
Cl). Therefore, we propose combined procedures which first compute a good complex approxi- 
mation to the zero 6 and then use an interval method to get error bounds for the improved 
complex approximation. These combined methods have the advantages of both parts, namely the 
high efficiency of the complex approximation method (shorter CAM in the following) and the 
guaranteed error bounds due to the interval method (shorter IM). 

To point out the idea behind our approach to the problem, we will give now a general 
description for it. Let @ be an iterative function which defines a locally convergent CAM of 
order r for the approximation of < generating a complex sequence 

zck+l) = Q(P)), k > 0, z (O) given, 

and which has the property 

’ In rounded rectangular arithmetic it is necessary to use inf and sup instead of min and max (see [13]). 
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for a given positive E. In addition, we use an interval method defined by an iterative function \I, 
of order q for < which produces a sequence of rectangles 

R(k+i) = 4 (+‘0, R(k)), Z(k) E R(k), k 2 0, (3.1) 

starting from an initial inclusion rectangle R (‘) This method should converge for the given initial . 
inclusion R(O) 3 5 and should have the properties 

t E RCk’ 3 .$ER(~+‘) 

and 

sd(RCk+‘)) <ylzCk)-Q4, 4’ I, k a 0. (3.2) 

We are using here the semidiagonal sd instead of the usually involved width d, which obviously 
has no influence on the order of convergence of an IM. 

Our combined methods can be described by four steps as follows 

z(m.0) z mid( R(“)), (3.3a) 

Z( m,r+l) = @(ZW,), O<i<k--1, k>l (3.3b) 

,(m) = 
1 

Z(m.k) 

mid( d(-)), 

if z(m,k) E R(m), 

otherwise, 
(3.3c) 

Rem+‘)= $Y(z@‘), R’“‘), m > 0. (3.3d) 

It becomes immediately clear from (3.3) that, if < E R(O), then < E R’*‘, m = 1, 2,. . . , and 
R’“’ -+ [. As for the order of convergence, we can conclude that, up from a certain index m,, 

lz@)-Q <61z(m,o)-~lrk, m>,m, 

holds true due to the locally converging method (3.3b). Regarding the last relation together with 
(3.2), from (3.3d) it follows 

sd( Rem+ “) < j3 1 zcm) - <I 4 

< p, Z(%O) _ t 12-q 

~&mid(R’“‘)-~l”‘q 

< P”(sd( R@‘)))‘*.‘. 

Thus, we get the value rk . q as the order of convergence of the combined method (3.3). 
Let 0, and 0, be the computational amounts of work concerning the complex iterative 

function @ (which is applied k times) and the interval iterative function +!J, respectively. Then 
the total computational costs per iteration step of the combined method (3.3a)-(3.3d) are 
k. 0, + 0, and hence, the computational efficiency of (3.3) becomes 

,z,( k) = ( rk. q)l’(k@c+B1). 

Let r and q be fixed integers. Then we get the asymptotic behaviour 

lim e(k) = rl’@c, 
k+m 
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which is just the computational efficiency of the CAM. Besides, since (d/dk)e( k) > 0, e(k) is a 
monotonically increasing function of k and, obviously, 

supe(k) = jimme = Al”,. 
k>l 

Thus, in order to obtain a combined method of a high efficiency, it would be advisible to keep 
the value of k great. On the other hand, for a crude R’“’ (at the beginning of a combined 
procedure) the value of .z(“‘~~) = mid( R’“’ ) might cause the divergence of the iterative process 
(3.3b) so that the efforts used for the step (3.3d) do not contribute to the improvement of Rem) in 
the step (3.3d). This “loss” due to the ineffectual iterations (3.3b) can be more serious if k is 
greater. 

The order of convergence was only an asymptotical property one. To overcome this, we will 
alter the combined procedure (3.3a)-(3.3d) developing a practical algorithm which takes into 
account the points mentioned in the Introduction. 

Before doing this, we point out again some desirable requirements concerning such algorithms 
that arise from a practical application: 

(i> 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

The interval formula 4 should be simple enough so that the computational amount of 
work 0, is as small as possible. Moreover, the argument in the form of a rectangle in 
(3.3d) does not have to be exactly R’“‘, as it will turn out later in a particular case of 
importance (see the interval formulas (4.3) and (4.5)). 
The interval algorithm has to possess a kind of a global convergence (under reasonably 
weak initial conditions) so that the sequence { sd( R’“‘)} of semidiagonals of the inclusion 
rectangles is strictly decreasing and converging to 0. 
The combined method should work in the presence of multiplicity of the requested zero, 
assuming that the multiplicity is known in advance. 
The combined method will attain the best efficiency if the chosen interval method is 
applied only once in the final step. Such procedure is possible only if the initial rectangle 
R”’ is a region of a safe convergence for the locally convergent iterative method @. 
The iterative function @ has to define an algorithm with small amount of work. Besides, it 
is desirable that this algorithm does not require a strong initial condition for convergence. 

An mterval method which possesses the properties (i)-(iii) is considered in Section 4. This 
method is of Schriider type and uses rectangular arithmetic. The choice of an iterative function @ 
for the improvement of a multiple complex zero of a polynomial is discussed in Section 5. 

4. Schriider-like method in rectangular arithmetic 

In this section we present a rectangular arithmetic method for the inclusion of a multiple 
complex zero of a polynomial, which is convenient for the construction of a class of combined 
methods. In fact, this method is a version of the interval method of Schriider type, already 
described in [16] using circular arithmetic. 

Consider a manic polynomial P of degree n > 3, 
” 

P(Z)=Zn+un_lZn-'+ *-a +“,z+a,= n(z-[,p, a;EC, 
j=1 
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with real or complex zeros Er, . . . ,<, having the multiplicity pr,. . . , p,,, where pr + * . . + p, = n, 

1 -C v < n. Let $, = 5 # 0 be a polynomial zero of multiplicity p, = p and let R(O) = [a,, a,] + 
i[b,, &] be an inclusion rectangle such that it contains only the zero 6. The remaining zeros 

< 2,. . . , 5, shall belong to the open set -V(O) = { z: z E R”‘} = ext R(O). 
Using the logarithmic derivatives of P, it is easy to obtain the fixed point relation 

P 
E=z- p’(z) Y 

m-x$?& 
/=2 

(4.1) 

Let z E R(O). Since tj E I/(‘) = ext R(O) (j = 2,. . . , v), according to the inclusion isotonicity we 
have 

P 
<Ez- p’(z) ” 

I” =z- P'(z) ~- 
P(z) ,F2 z -?(O) p(z> - (n - p)(z - v(O))-’ 

(4.2) 

Obviously, the open set z - V (‘) does not contain the origin due to z 4 V(O). Therefore, the 
inverse of z - T/(O) is a closed complex-valued set containing the origin. This inversion was 
considered in Section 2. The optimal enclosure (in the form of a rectangle) for the exact range 
(z - YCo))-r will be denoted by S = [(z - V(‘))-‘jj. Thus, by virtue of (4.2), if 5 E R(O) and 
t2,. _ . , 5, lie in I/(‘) = ext R(O), then the rectangle 

P 
z- P’(z) 

-qg- - (n-p)U(z- v(Q-‘] 
z 4 v(O), 

also contains 5 assuming that the rectangle in the denominator above does not include the 
complex number 0. 

Let zCm) = mid( R cm)) be the midpoint of the rectangle R’“‘, m = 0, 1, . . . . The previous 
consideration suggests the following iterative method in rectangular arithmetic for the inclusion 

of a multiple complex zero, isolated in the initial rectangle R(O): 

@m+l) = ,(m) _ P 
P’( z(m)) 

m=O, l.... (4.3) 

P( z(m)) 
-(n--)[(zCm)-ext R(‘))-1]1’ 

For simplicity in the following we will use the abbreviation 

S’“’ = I[ (.(m) - ext @o))-r 1. 

Remark 4.1. The requirement zCm) @ ext R(O) is necessary for each m = 0, 1, . . . . This condition 
will be discussed later. 

Remark 4.2. The use of the improved rectangles R cm) instead of R(O) in the denominator of (4.3) 
is not profitable at all. Although the condition zCrn) = mid( R’“‘) 4 ext R’“’ is provided auto- 
matically, the inverse rectangle [( zCm) - ext R (“))-‘1 is extremely enlarged when R’“) becomes 
small (see the formulas (2.1) and (2.2) for the inverse of an open rectangle). The consequences 



are the following ones: 
also easily happen that 

o E P’( z(m)) 

P(zy 
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not only does the convergence of (4.3) become merely linear but it can 

- (n - p)[ ( zcm) - ext R’“‘)-i 1 

and the iterative process will break down. 

Remarks 4.3. Formula (4.3) may be rewritten in the form 

R(m+l)=z(m)_ P(z'"') 1 
~pr(Z(m)) . 

1-b-d 
p(z’“‘) s(m) 

P'(z'"') 

(4.4) 

which indicates the similarity of (4.3) with the classical Schrijder formula [19] 

Z(m+i) = ,(m) _ P P(z'"') 

P'(z@y ’ 
m=o, 1, . . . . 

Remark 4.4. The multiplicity I_L (appearing in (4.3)) of the isolated zero 5 can be successfully 
estimated using Lagouanelle’s limiting formula presented in [9] (see also [4,16]). 

For two rectangles R, and R, it is clear that 

R, n R, c R, and R,nR,cR,. 

This simple but convenient property may be usefully applied to the rectangular arithmetic 
algorithm (4.3) in order to obtain a smaller rectangle and, which is more important, the 
monotonicity of sequence of inclusion rectangle. If we define 

P 

P'(Zy 
nR'"', m=o, 1, . ..) 

P(z'"') 
-(Tl -p)S(m) 

(J-5) 

then we have 

R(o), R(i) -J R(*), . . . - - (4.6) 

In addition, the last inclusion chain provides that 

zCm) 4 ext R(O) (4.7) 

because zCm) = mid( R'"') E R""' G R(O). 
Let Z(O) = {z(O); p} be an initial disk containing only the zero < of multiplicity p. The iterative 

method in circular arithmetic of the same type as (4.3), defined by 

z(m+l) =.(m) - P 

P'(z'"') 

P(z'"') 
-((n-j_~)(z(~)-ext ZCo’)-i’ 

(43) 

m=o, 1 . . . . Z(m) = mid( Z’“‘), 
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has been considered in 

(i) 5 E Z’“‘, m = 1, 2, 
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[16]. It was proved that, under the condition 

2(P + IY(n - PL) 
(4.9) 

. (ii) the sequence { rCrn) ... > } of the radii of the disks Z’“’ tends to zero 
quadratically [ 16, Theorem 11. 

Similarly, for the rectangular arithmetic algorithm (4.3) we have: 

Theorem 4.5. Let R(O) be an initial rectangle with midpoint z(O) = mid( R”‘) and semidiagonal 
d(O) = sd( R(O)) containing only one zero 5 of multiplicity pL, and let { R’“‘} be the sequence of 
rectangles produced by (4.3) starting with R(O). Then, under the condition 

(4.10) 

the following is true: 
(1) 5 E R’“‘, m = 0, 1, . . . ; 

(2) the sequence {d’“‘} of semidiagonals of the rectangles R’“’ converges to zero quadratically. 

First, we note that the assertion (1) immediately follows from the construction of the interval 
method (4.3). Before starting any discussion about the assertion (2), we recall that circular 
arithmetic is more convenient for any calculation 2 and theoretical analysis compared to 
rectangular arithmetic. Therefore, for the proof of (2) of Theorem 4.5, it is suitable to apply the 
technique of the proof of the assertion (ii) for the inclusion method (4.8) (see [16]) and a 
procedure of substitution of rectangles in (4.3) by their enclosing disks. Although such circular 
approximations are relatively crude, the mentioned proof procedure is quite good enough for the 
assertion (2) of Theorem 4.5 because of the two reasons: 

(i) The initial convergence conditions (4.9) and (4.10) coincide. 
(ii) The values of the semidiagonals sd([( zCm) - ext R(O))-‘]) as well as the radii rad 

((z (m) - ext Z(o))-‘), m = 0, 1 . . . , belong to relatively tight interval and do not influence 
the speed of convergence of the interval methods (4.3) and (4.8). 

Actually, the contraction of rectangles R’“’ and disks _ZCm) is attained due to the term 

P(z ‘“‘)/P’( zcm)), which is evident from the formula (4.4). The same behaviour and structure of 
the iterative formulas (4.3) and (4.8) make the most essential parts of the proof of Theorem 4.5 
very similar to that of [16, Theorem l] and, for this reason, will be omitted. Instead of that, we 
will only give an outline of the first part of the proof in order to illustrate the contracting effect 
of rectangles using a combined application of circular and rectangular arithmetic. 

Let R(O) be the initial rectangle with center z(O) = mid( R(O)), given by 

R(O) = [Re z(O) - a, Re z(O) + a] + i[Im z(O) - b, Im z(O) + b], 

where a, b > 0. Most frequently, an initial rectangle is a square, that is a = b. To avoid some 
extremal cases (very rare in application), for example a B b or vice versa, we will introduce 

’ Except on a computer when rounding errors have to be taken into account 
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(without loss of generality) the restriction 

ib G a G 2b (or reverse), (4.11) 

which is very comfortable in finding the inverse of the open rectangle z(O) - ext R(O). 
For simplicity, we will omit the iteration index and write z, R, d, R *, d * instead of z(O), 

R(O), d(O) = sd( R(O)), R(l) (given by (4.3)) and d (*) = sd( R”‘). Furthermore, according to (4.11) 
we can operate with a = hb, A E [i, 21, wherefrom 

d=sd(R)=wb, w=m. 

Since 

z - ext R = ext([ -a, u] + i[ -b, b]) 3 0, 

according to the formulas (2.1) and (2.2) for the inverse of an open rectangle not containing the 
origin and the restriction (4.11), we find 

II(z-ext R)-‘l=[-~,~]+i[-~,~]. 

Then 

$$# - (n -p)[ (z - ext R)-‘1 

p’(z) =-----(n-p)[[-i,++i[--&+]j 
p(z) 

is the rectangle with the semidiagonal d^ and the center P’( z)/P( z), where 

d=(.-,),i,= G(n-l-4 
b ) 

&= h+x* 
A 

According to (4.3) we have 

R*zz- 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

where 

is the including disk for the rectangle in (4.12) (with the semidiagonal d^), and S is the square 
with center at mid( Z-r) and semidiagonal sd( S) = fi * rad( Z-r) which includes the disk Z-r. 
Since 

rad( Z-r) = 
d 
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(see, e.g. [5]), from (4.13) we find 

d* =sd(R*) <p sd(S) =p& rad(Z-‘) = 
j-z2 

From the condition (4.10) we have 

> 2(P + w - l-4 
d 

so that 

d* < 
pcLd^Jz 

2(P+W-P.) 2_J2 

d 1 

= (n-p)[4(p+ l)‘- (OG,‘] . 

For n > 3 we estimate 

(H-p)[4(&- (C&9’] G 2[16 -‘(c&)~] 

(obtained for p = 1 and n - p = 2) and hence 

Since 

LI ww = * E [2,5] for XE [+,2] 

and the function 

g(x) = 16 ” x2 (defined for x = wGj E [2,$]) 

achieves its maximum over [2,2] for x = 2 equal to g($) = 3, then from (4.14) we get 

sd( R”‘) sd( I?“‘) 
sd(R”‘) < 9 2 < 5 . 

lO\T 

(4.14) 

Thus, under the condition (4.10), the initial rectangle is contracted. 
A further improvement of the inclusion rectangle R’“’ can be obtained using the iterative 

method (4.5) with intersection. Actually, because of sd( Rcrn+l)) < sd( Rem’) (m = 0, 1, . . .), the 
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inclusion chain (4.6) becomes 

@O’ -J R(i), R(2) 2 . . . 

which means that the sequence of rectangle { R’“’ } is strictly monotonic, and hence, because of 
(1) of Theorem 4.5, 

lim R’“’ = <. 
m-cc 

Of course, any iterative process must terminate after a finite number of iterative steps due to the 

limited precision of floating-point arithmetic and the presence of rounding errors. For the 

interval method (4.5), realized in rounded rectangular arithmetic, a natural stopping criterion 
may be established as follows: 

“If RCm+i) = R’“’ for some m, then STOP.” 

At the end of this section we recall to the requirement (3.2), necessary for any interval method 
which is applied in a combined method. As mentioned before, the convergence of the interval 
method (4.3) is forced due to the term P(z (“‘)/P’(z’“‘). We use this fact to prove (3.2) in the 

case of the interval method (4.5). Obviously, it is sufficient to derive (3.2) for the iterative 
formula (4.3). 

We have already concluded that the rectangle SC”’ = I[( zCm) - ext R”‘)-‘]I contains the origin 
for each m=O, 1, . . . . According to the consideration connected with the inverse of an open 
rectangle (Section 2) it is evident that sd( S’“‘) is bounded, say sd(S’“‘) < $8 for each 
m=O, 1, . . . . Now, let W be the disk centered at the origin with the radius rad IV= 6. Then 
SC”’ c W for each m = 0, 
from (4.3) we find by the 

@m+i) =,(m) _ 

c ,(m) - 

= ,(m) - 

=,(m) _ 

=.(m) _ 

Therefore 

1 ) . . . . Using this inclusion and the notation h’“’ = P’( z(*))/P( zCm)), 
operations of circular arithmetic 

h’“’ _ (n”- /+Cm) 

i-l 
)I(*) - (n - p)w 

h’“‘- (n “” p)(O; S} 

{ h'"'; L)“) 
p{h’“‘; (n-p)S} 

1 h’“’ ( * - (n - ~)~6* . 

Pb - 0 
sd( RCm+‘)) < 

1 h’“’ I* - (n - p)*6* 

E”(n - PP 

(4.15) 
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Since zcm) + 6, the quantity 1 P( z’“‘)/P’( zcm) ) 1 is very small so that the denomiator in (4.15) 
is bounded, for example 

The inequality (4.15) now becomes 

(4.16) 

Since 1 P( z’“))/P’( zcm)) ( = 0( I zfm) - 5 I), it is possible to find a positive constant y in (4.16) 
so that 

sd(R’“+“) <~]z(~)-_S]*, 

which is (3.2) with q = 2. 

5. Combined methods: Practical algorithms 

The iterative methods for the approximation of multiple complex zeros of a polynomial were 
often the subject of a number of papers. In spite of that, one cannot say that a perfect 
zero-finding algorithm has been established. In fact, each algorithm possesses its advantages and 
deficiencies, that are mainly concerned with the robustness, the speed of convergence, the 
computational amount of work, the numerical stability, the asymptotic behaviour, the initial 
conditions for a safe convergence, the dependence of the type of polynomial equation (e.g. the 
presence of clusters, the zeros with very small or very large absolute values), and so on. 

We give a review of several well-known CAM for a multiple complex zero. In particular, we 
present an algorithm which is very useful for combined methods because of the property (iv), 
pointed out in Section 3. For all listed iterative formulas we assume that the order of multiplicity 
p is known in advance (see Remark 4.4). For simplicity, we will omit the iteration index: the 
former complex approximation to zero will be denoted by z and the latter one by z^. 

Schriider’s method [19], the Q-order of convergence q = 1: 

Halley-like method [6], q = 3: 

P"(Z) - ~-~ 
p’(z) 

Traub [20, Section 7.31, q = 3: 

PP(Z>P”(Z> 1 P'(t)* * 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
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Square-root method [15, Chapter 51, q = 3: 

(5.4) 

In addition, we present a new method of Schrijder type in complex arithmetic, which is derived 
from the interval method (4.8). If { a; S} is a disk containing only the zero < of the multiplicity 
p, then the improved complex approximation can be obtained by the iterative formula 

(5.5) 

where 

n-!-l c= 
p2- ]z-a12. 

w=l+(z-a)c. 

The Schriider-like method (5.5) has a quadratic convergence in the terms of the R-order. 
Obviously, this method requires more amount of work compared to (5.1), but its undoubted 
importance comes due to the computationally verifiable conditions of convergence. Following 
the results from [16], it can be proved that the CAM (5.5) is convergent under the initial 
condition. 

P(a) I I P’(a)< 2(P+ll;)(n-d. (5 -6) 

Moreover, the validity of (5.6) provides 

zcm)E {a; p} 

for each m = 1, 2,. .., which is a very convenient property in a practical application of the 
combined method, based on the IM (4.3). 

We recall that a comparatively small amount of work of the applied CAM is desirable for the 
construction an efficient combined method. For that reason, the iterative methods of order 
higher than three have not been considered in our combined procedure because of their great 
computational costs. 

Let n be the polynomial degree and let T(n) denote the computational costs of a CAM, 
proportional to the CPU time 3 and normalized in relation to the CPU time t, necessary for one 
addition. If t, is the CPU time for one multiplication, then we can use the normalized 
computational costs 

o(n) = T(n) 

4nZ(1 + t,/t,) P-7) 

(see [17, Chapter 61 for more details). T(n) (and, consequently, O(n)) of any method depends 
not only on the total number of arithmetic operations which are necessary in realization of that 
method, but also on the processor time needed for execution of these operations. Therefore, the 

3 CPU time: central processor unit time. 
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Table 1 
The computational efficiency r’/B(“) 

n 

5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 

VAX 11/780 

(5.1) 1.348 

(5.2) 1.336 

(5.3) 1.321 

(5.4) 1.223 

(5.5) 1.229 

Honeywell DPS 6/92 

(5.1) 1.358 

(5.2) 1.353 

(5.3) 1.331 

(5.4) 1.239 

(5.5) 1.240 

IBM 4341 

(5.1) 1.305 

(5.2) 1.267 

(5.3) 1.266 

(5.4) 1.166 

(5.5) 1.186 

1.358 1.365 1.370 1.375 1.378 1.380 1.395 
1.350 1.361 1.370 1.376 1.382 1.400 1.410 
1.337 1.348 1.358 1.366 1.372 1.393 1.404 
1.243 1.260 1.274 1.286 1.297 1.333 1.355 
1.248 1.263 1.276 1.286 1.295 1.327 1.345 

1.366 1.372 1.377 1.381 1.384 1.394 1.399 
1.365 1.375 1.382 1.388 1.393 1.408 1.416 
1.346 1.357 1.366 1.373 1.379 1.398 1.408 
1.259 1.276 1.289 1.301 1.311 1.345 1.365 
1.258 1.273 1.285 1.295 1.304 1.333 1.351 

1.319 1.330 1.338 1.345 1.351 1.370 1.380 
1.286 1.301 1.314 1.324 1.333 1.363 1.380 
1.285 1.300 1.313 1.323 1.332 1.362 1.380 
1.185 1.202 1.217 1.230 1.241 1.252 1.261 
1.205 1.221 1.234 1.246 1.257 1.294 1.317 

values of T(n) and the computational efficiency E of a CAM with the R-order of convergence r, 
which are calculated most frequently by 

E((CAM), n) = r-1/8(n) 4 P-8) 
(see [12; 17, Chapter 6; 20, Appendix C]) are different for various computing machines. 
Nevertheless, an averaged value of E can be of a great importance in a selecting procedure for a 
suitable CAM. For illustration, we have chosen three computing machines, VAX 11/780, 
Honeywell DPS 6/92 and IBM 4341, and calculated the computational efficiency E of the CAM 
(5.1)-(5.5) for various values of the polynomial n (Table 1). The corresponding computational 
costs T(n) x lo-* are displayed in Table 2. 

Remark 5.1. It is clear that the computational costs T(n) are a monotonically increasing function 
of n (see Table 2) and hence, the efficiency rllqn) is monotonically decreasing. But, using (5.8) 
with the normalized computational costs O(n), one obtains a monotonically increasing sequence 
{ E(n)}. Nevertheless, such behaviour of the computational efficiency does not influence the 
ranking of methods because of the obvious implication 

rJ/7;(n) > +T,(n) j r?/@,(n) > +o,(n) 
I J I J 

which follows from (5.7) and (5.8). 

4 Actually, since the R-order is at least equal to the Q-order of convergence for the same limit point (see [14]), formula 
(5.8) gives a lower bound of the computational efficiency. 
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Table 2 

The computational costs r(n) X 10e2 

n 

5 

VAX 11/780 

(5.1) 1.16 

(5.2) 1.895 

(5.3) 1.972 

(5.4) 2.73 

(5.5) 1.707 

Honeywell DPS 6/92 

(5.1) 1.842 

(5.2) 2.907 

(5.3) 3.071 

(5.4) 4.094 

(5.5) 2.641 

IBM 4341 

(5.1) 1.302 

(5.2) 2.322 

(5.3) 2.328 

(5.4) 3.584 

(5.5) 2.063 

6 7 8 

1.36 1.56 1.76 1.96 2.16 3.16 4.16 

2.195 2.495 2.795 3.095 3.395 4.895 6.395 

2.272 2.572 2.872 3.172 3.472 4.972 6.472 

3.03 3.33 3.63 3.93 4.23 5.73 7.23 

1.907 2.107 2.307 2.507 2.707 3.707 4.707 

2.132 2.452 2.772 3.092 3.412 5.012 6.612 

3.387 3.867 4.347 4.827 5.307 7.707 10.107 

3.551 4.031 4.511 4.991 5.471 7.871 10.271 

4.574 5.054 5.534 6.014 6.494 8.894 11.294 

2.961 3.281 3.601 3.921 4.241 5.841 7.441 

1.502 1.702 1.902 2.102 2.302 3.302 4.302 

2.622 2.922 3.222 3.522 3.822 5.322 6.822 

2.628 2.928 3.228 3.628 3.828 5.328 6.828 

3.884 4.184 4.484 4.784 5.084 6.584 8.084 

2.263 2.463 2.663 2.863 3.063 4.063 5.063 

9 10 15 20 
- 

Now we will focus on one particular case of the generalized combined method (3.3a)-(3.3d), 
as described in Section 3. Let 4 refer to th-: interval method (4.9, presented in Section 4. We 
choose this method because of its properties (i)-(iii) (see Section 3). Further, let @ define some 
of the CAM (5.1)-(5.5). We propose a class of combined methods (@, (4.5)), based on the IM 
(4.5) with the intersection. To make clear the steps of the combined method (0, (4.5), we use a 
representation by the flow chart (Fig. 2). In addition we note the following: 

The estimations, derived in Section 3 for a generalized combined method, use the terms of the 
Q-order of convergence. But at present the question of the Q-order of the CAM (5.5) is open so 
that the same holds true for the application of the mentioned estimations in the case of the 
combined method ((5.5), (4.5)). Nevertheless, the CAM (5.5) can be applied without any 
objection in the construction of the combined method (@, (4.5)) because of its guaranteed 
convergence. Moreover, the combined method ((5.5), (4.5)) has important advantages and so it is 
shown separately in Fig. 3. 

The implementation of the presented combined procedure is evident from a general construc- 
tion given by the steps (3.3a)-(3.3d). In addition, we give several remarks and suggestions 
concerning a practical application of the combined method (@, (4.5)). 

- To provide a convergence of the combined method, it is necessary to find an initial 
rectangle including only one zero so that the condition (4.10) is satisfied. 

- E in IF statements (1) and (4) (Fig. 2) and IF statement (2) (Fig. 3) is comparable to the 
smallest floating-point number representable in a computer (“computer zero” or “under- 
flow limit”), usually of the form 2-“1 or 16-“2 (ml and m2 are integers depending on a 
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I m=O 

L I m:=m+l 

& i:=i+l 

NO 
c 

: ,(m,i) CR(m) 7 (2) 

YES 

(3) 1 P(z(m,i)) ) 

I YES 

-4 

(4) 
YES 

c = ,(m,i) 

NO 

z(m): = ,(m.i) 

I 

1 ,(m) = pI(z(m)),ptz(m)J 

I 
,(m+l) = ,(m) 

{ -~JnR(mi 1 

1 

Fig. 2. Flow chart of combined method. 

pecision mode of arithmetic unit). If 1 P(z’“~~‘) ( < E, i > 0, then we take ztmTi) to be a zero 
of P. Evidently, to ensure a proper solution of a polynomial equation it is advisable to use 
floating-point arithmetic of a great precision with very small E. 
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c 
,w = @(Z (i-1)) by (5.5) 

(2) 
) NO 
I 

P 

P’(z(‘))/P(z(‘)) - (n-di) 
n R(O) 

I 

\ 
END 

- 

Fig. 3. Flow chart of the combined method ((5.5), (4.5)). 

- The storage of the value h(“) = P’( ~(*))/P(z(~)), zcrn) = mid( R’“,‘)) (after IF statement 
(1)) is useful because this value is used not only for the CAM (5.1)-(5.5) but also in the IM 
(4.5). 

- Instead of the termination criterion ( P( zcm,‘)) 1 -c .q (IF statement (3)), we can use the 
inequality 1 P( ~(~9~)) ) < 1 P( z(~*~-‘)) 1 or 1 zcm*‘) - z(~~~-‘) I -C E;. But, as is well known, 
each of these stopping criteria has its advantages and disadvantages. In this paper we will 
not discuss this problem. To prevent a nonconverging procedure by @, that cannot be 
indicated by the applied stopping criterion (due to its deficiency), it is advisable to limit the 
number of iterations. If this number is exceeded, we take .zcm) = mid( R(“)) and apply the 
interval method. Obviously, the described problem cannot appear applying an iterative 
CAM with a guaranteed convergence. 

- If the CAM diverges and implies that z(“‘~) 4 R(“‘) or ~(~2~) E R’“’ but the stopping 
criterion cannot be satisfied as discussed above, then the interval method is applied. But the 
previous iterations by @J (mostly when m = 0) appear to be quite useless and increase 
considerably the computational costs of the combined method (not only due to the “lost” 
iterations but also because of the indispensable application of the interval method in the 
next step). For that reason, choosing the iterative function @, it is of remarkable importance 
to select some of the iteration functions with comparatively small computational costs T(n). 
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From Table 2 we observe that Schriider’s method (5.1) requires noticeably the smallest 
amount of work. Moreover, this method belongs to the most efficient methods (see Table 
1). Therefore, Schrbder’s method (5.1) is the most convenient CAM in a practical applica- 
tion of the proposed combined method (@, (4.5)). 

_ In order to obtain a (small enough) region of a guaranteed convergence of the CAM, 
algorithm (@, (4.5)) can be modified so that the IM (4.5) is firstly applied in a few starting 
iterations to reduce sufficiently the initial inclusion rectangles. Such procedure usually 
provides a safe starting region (for the CAM),but it is very .costly in general. 

_ We recall that the use of the intersection of rectangles in (4.5) ensures that zcrn) @ ext R(O) 
((4.7) in Section 4) so that 

S’“‘= [ (,W _ ext p’)-l] 

is always a closed rectangle. 
_ The disadvantages discussed previously concerning the convergence of CAM can be 

avoided by applying a CAM that is convergent starting with z(O) = mid( R(O)). As described 
before, the SchrBder-like method (5.5) just possesses this very useful property. When this 
method is applied, the ineffectual iterations are not present which provides the great 
efficiency of the combined method ((5.5), (4.5)). Besides, only one application of the 
interval method (4.5) is sufficient. This additionally reduces the computational costs of the 
considered combined procedure presented in Fig. 3 in the form of a flow chart. Of course, it 
is a simplified flow chart shown in Fig. 2 with the following remark: The accuracy E~ in the 
statement (3) has to be chosen so that the inclusion rectangular approximation R(‘*‘) is to 
be small enough (that is, sd( R(‘*“) < E* = g( el), where E* is the desired accuracy). 

6. Numerical results 

The combined method 

@l.m) = ,(m) _ 

i P’( z’“‘)/P( z (nz)_(n-p)S(m) nR’o’, ) 
shown by the flow chart on Fig. 3, were illustrated numerically by means of the polynomial 

P(z) = z9 - 7z* + 2Oz’- 28z6 - 182’ + 110~~ - 92z3 - 44z2 + 345~ + 225. 

For finding the complex approximations the iterative functions @ defined by (5.1) (Schriider’s 
method) and (5.2) (Halley-like method) were chosen. The corresponding program was written in 
FORTRAN 77 for a Micro VAX 11 system in quad precision arithmetic (about 33 significant 
decimal digits). 

Using the search algorithm, we isolated only one zero of P in the square 

R(O)= [2,5] +i[-1, 21. 

By the Lagouanelle’s limiting formula [9] and the procedure described in [16], we found that this 
zero has the multiplicity p = 2. The initial complex approximation for the iterative methods (5.1) 
and (5.2) was 

z(O) = mid( R(O)) = 3.5 + 0.5i. 
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Table 3 

m 

The combined method 1 

((5.1) (6.1)) 2 
3 
4 

5 

The combined method 1 

(((5.2), (6.1)) 2 
3 

R(1.m) 

[2.840, 3.736]+ i[ - 0.108, 0.2191 
[2.9903, 3.0142]+ i[ - 0.0158, 0.0106] 
[2.999957, 3.000034] + i[ -0.000046, 0.000031] 
[2.99999999983, 3.00000000038] 
+ i[ - 0.00000000028,0.00000000035] 
[2.999999999999999999983,3.000000000000000000026] 
+ i[ - 0.000000000000000000025,0.000000000000000000019] 
[2.978, 3.040]+ i[ - 0.048, 0.0211 
[2.99999981, 3.00000038] + i[ - 0.00000028, 0.00000029] 
[2.99999999999999999999919,3.00000000000000000000042] 
+ i[ - 0.00000000000000000000063,0.00000000000000000000062] 

sd( R”.“‘) 

4.77x10-l 
1.78~10-~ 
5.44x 10-s 
4.41 x lo-i0 

3.06 x 1O-2o 

4.66~10~’ 
4.05x10-’ 
8.86x10p2* 

The inclusion rectangles produced by the combined methods ((5.1), (6.1)) and ((5.2), (6.1)) are 
shown in Table 3. All rectangular approximations R(l*“‘) contains the exact zero 5 = 3 of the 
given polynomial P. It is obvious from the obtained results that the combined method ((5.2), 
(6.1)), produces much better rectangular approximations compared to ((5.1), (6.1)) but on the 
account of the higher computational costs (see Section 5). 
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